Quiz 8 Solutions

Version A.

1a) L.insert(3,"not")


1b) L[::2]=[“yes”, “no”, “yes”]

[‘yes’, ‘are’, ‘no’, ‘doing’, ‘yes’, ‘Saturday?’]

1c) L.remove(“you”)

[‘what’, ‘are’, ‘doing’, ‘next’, ‘Saturday?’]

1d)L.pop()

[‘what’, ‘are’, ‘you’, ‘doing’, ‘next’]
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Version B.

1a) L.insert(2,"not")


1b) L[::2]=[“why”, “you”, “nothing”]

1c) L.remove("you")
['what', 'are', 'doing', 'next', 'Saturday?']

1d) L.pop()
['what', 'are', 'you', 'doing', 'next']

['what', 'are', 'i', 'doing', 'next', 'Saturday?']
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Version C.

1a) L.insert(2,"not")
['what', 'are', 'not', 'you', 'doing', 'next', 'Saturday?']

1b) L[:2]=['why", "you", "nothing"
['why', 'are', 'you', 'doing', 'nothing', 'Saturday?']

1c) L.extend(L[1:4])
['what', 'are', 'you', 'doing', 'next', 'Saturday?', 'are', 'you', 'doing']

1d) L.pop()
['what', 'are', 'you', 'doing', 'next']
['what', 'are', 'i', 'doing', 'next', 'Saturday?']
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